
Everflow: Power-Prog – straightforward, powerful and 
uncomprimising.

Founded in 1998, the band has gained lots of live experiences with well-known 
acts of the Metal-Genre - such as Rage, Subway to Sally, Lefay or Angel Dust and 

Metalium. Up to now the band is constantly performing at Festivals, Tour-
Supports or local shows. 

Their EP Different Views, which was released in 2007 on Yonah Records, proves 
the unorthodox character of the band. With a mixture of Rock and Metal, combined 

with elements of Progressive Music, Everflow unite styles and sub-genres, 
without losing their focus on being straight forward.

Their new record – entitled Fraud – will be a concept album inspired by the life 
and death of the fairly unknown 20th century poet Moses Adam Fraud who arouse 

some attention in the winter of 1999 when he finally shot himself to death after 
attempting to shoot at civilians from the top of his New Orleans family home. 

The album deals with certain prominent issues of Fraud´s life and work, 
including the impulse manslaughter of his teenage girlfriend and later wife 

Elina Fraud as well as an interpretation of his poetry and philosphy. 

Musically the record will be far more intense and agressive than the band´s past 
work, since Fraud´s life evokes a sad and sinister story with many gloomy and 

depressing anecdotes that don´t leave much space for a more bright or hilarious 
atmosphere.

The album comes with 9 tracks that are divided in 3 chapters. Besides the 
already released tracks Proteus and The Escapist the record features 7 entirely 
new tracks plus an instrumental introduction to the life and death of Fraud.

everflow.de
myspace.com/everfraud

reverbnation.com/everflow
facebook.everflow.de



Romuald Tichawski - Keyboards  Marc Bräutigam - Guitars  Thorsten Drees - Vocals  Markus Freiwald - Drums  Michael 
Leuthold - Bass

Tracks

1. Helena             (5:26)
2. The Miracle I      (4:17) 
3. Proteus            (6:26) 
4. The Escapist       (6:08)

Fraud (Album, self-produced 2011)  ! ! Proteus (Single, self-produced 2008)
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